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Online Energy Management Systems for
Microgrids: Experimental Validation and
Assessment Framework
Adriana C. Luna, Student, IEEE, Lexuan Meng, Member, IEEE, Nelson L. Diaz, Moisès Graells, Juan C.
Vasquez, Senior, IEEE, and Josep M. Guerrero, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—Microgrids are energy systems that can work inde-
pendently from the main grid in a stable and self-sustainable
way. They rely on energy management systems to schedule
optimally the distributed energy resources. Conventionally, the
main research in this field is focused on scheduling problems
applicable for specific case studies rather than in generic archi-
tectures that can deal with the uncertainties of the renewable
energy sources. This paper contributes a design and experi-
mental validation of an adaptable energy management system
implemented in an online scheme, as well as an evaluation
framework for quantitatively assess the enhancement attained
by different online energy management strategies. The proposed
architecture allows the interaction of measurement, forecasting
and optimization modules, in which a generic generation-side
mathematical problem is modeled, aiming to minimize operating
costs and load disconnections. The whole energy management
system has been tested experimentally in a test bench under
both grid-connected and islanded mode. Also, its performance has
been proved considering severe mismatches in forecast generation
and load. Several experimental results have demonstrated the
effectiveness of the proposed EMS, assessed by the corresponding
average gap with respect to a selected benchmark strategy and
ideal boundaries of the best and worst known solutions.
Index Terms—Energy management, Power generation dis-
patch, Reconfigurable architectures, Technology assessment
NOMENCLATURE OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
k Index for discrete time.
i Index for generation units.
j Index for storage units.
K Number of time slots.
ni Number of energy sources.
nj Number of energy storage systems.
∆t Duration of time slot [s].
T Time horizon of scheduling [s].
C(i, k) Unitary cost of energy sources [e/kWh].
ξg(i, k) Elementary penalization cost for not using
energy sources at slot k [e/kWh].
ξload(k) Elementary penalization cost for not sup-
plying the load at slot k [e/kWh].
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PL(k) Power of the load at each k [kW].
ηbat(j) Charge/discharge efficiency of j-th ESS.
Capbat(j) Capacity of the j-th storage unit [kWh].
ϕESS(j) Coefficient associated to the j-th ESS
[%/kWh].
Pgmax(i, k) Maximum generation power of the i-th
energy source at the k-th slot [kW].
PESSmax(j) Maximum power of the j-th ESS [kW].
PESSmin(j) Minimum power of the j-th ESS [kW].
SoCmax(j) Maximum SoC of the j-th ESS [%].
SoCmin(j) Minimum SoC of the j-th ESS [%].
ξPV (k) Elementary penalization cost for not using
PV energy at slot k [e/kWh].
ξWT (k) Elementary penalization cost for not using
WT energy at slot k [e/kWh].
Cabs(k) Elementary cost for absorbing energy from
the main grid at slot k [e/kWh].
Cinj(k) Elementary cost for injecting energy to the
main grid at slot k [e/kWh].
Pabsmax Upper boundary for absorbing power from
the main grid [kW].
Pinjmax Upper boundary for injecting power from
the main grid [kW].
X Real decision variables.
Z Binary decision variables.
J(X,Z) Objective function.
J1(X,Z) Operating cost for using the energy sources
(main grid in the selected case study).
J2(X,Z) Penalization for not using energy sources
with no operating cost (RESs in the case
study).
J3(X,Z) Penalization for not supplying the load.
Pg(i, k) Average power of the i-th energy source at
the k-th slot [kW].
PESS(j, k) Average power of the j-th storage unit at
the k-th slot [kW].
SoC(j, k) State of Charge of the j-th storage unit at
the k-th slot [%].
zload(k) Activation of the load at the k-th slot [kW].
d̂(i) Power flow direction of the i-th generation
units, i.e. d̂(i) = 1 or d̂(i) = −1 if injected
or absorbed power to/from the MG (d̂(i) =
−1 only for power injected to the grid in
case study).
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I. INTRODUCTION
AS commonly recognized, a microgrid (MG) is an en-ergy system composed of loads and Distributed Energy
Resources (DER), such as Distributed Generators (DG) and
Energy Storage Systems (ESS), that can operate either in
islanded or grid-connected configuration [1]–[3]. The current
technology based on power electronic interfaces allows an
easy integration of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) in MGs,
which combined with ESSs can provide economic benefits,
while ensuring an efficient use of RESs and reliable load sup-
ply [4], [5]. However, their implementation and coordination
within an MG imply a number of challenges on control and
management due to the variability and uncertainty of RES
[6], [7]. In this context, the optimal operation scheduling of
MGs becomes critical to achieving uninterrupted supply and
economic objectives [8]. The scheduling function in MGs is
performed by an energy management level, which should oper-
ate in a lower bandwidth than control and power management
levels, in order to have a low impact on the stability and
robustness performance of the MG [2]. The control and power
management strategies affect the instantaneous operational
conditions related to current, voltage quality and frequency
regulations, as well as active/reactive power dispatching power
sources oriented to the feasibility of the system and, optionally,
provide ancillary services [3], [9]–[11]. Particularly, power
management level should be in charge of dealing with issues
that can affect the performance of the system, like line limits,
losses, converter droops, as well as autonomous operation
strategies, as presented in [12]–[16].
In turn, the energy management ensures the availability
of the resources during longer time intervals, matching the
total power production to the demand in an optimal way [17].
Accordingly, the energy management system of the MG (MG-
EMS) establishes the reference commands for DER/loads con-
trollers to make the whole system operate optimally, not only
considering the current MG behavior, but also economical and
technical constraints, environmental conditions, and external
requirements [18], [19]. To do that, the MG-EMS usually
performs a short-term scheduling process for operation, which
uses input parameters and profiles involving the prediction of
available resources subjected to uncertainties [20].
Extensive researches have been recently reported related to
the management of MGs, mainly focused on mathematical
formulations and usually tested under deterministic and offline
scenarios, as reviewed in [21]. For instance, in [22], a linear
mathematical model is suggested to balance the generation and
load of a hybrid microgrid by minimizing the total operating
cost of the system in a 24-hour period. In [23], a control
combines fuzzy control with gain scheduling techniques to
accomplish both power sharing and energy management. In
[24], an economic dispatch problem for total operation cost
minimization in DC microgrids is formulated and solved with
a heuristic method. However, these approaches do not deepen
in the design of the MG-EMS architecture so that it can
be adaptable and easily integrated into the power system. In
this regard, a smart energy management system is defined in
[25] with an architecture that uses different functional mod-
ules, which are connected sequentially, but this can produce
bottlenecks in the data flow.Additionally, the previous works
do not deal with the uncertainty of the RES generation and
consumption. In this sense, online strategies have been imple-
mented such as in [26]–[31], where MG-EMSs are designed
and implemented by considering the current status of the MG,
but without foreseeing the future availability of generation or
consumption. In [32], an online optimal energy/power control
method is presented for the operation of energy storage in grid-
connected electricity microgrids considering predicted future
electricity usage and renewable energy generation but they do
not consider safety ranges and proper charging stage for the
operation of ESS based on batteries, which ensures longer ESS
lifetime [33]. In [34], a rolling horizon strategy is defined
for a specify case study while in [35], an online MG-EMS
focused on the optimization process presented. In [36], [37],
centralized MG-EMSs for isolated microgrids are designed
by decomposing the unit commitment and optimal power
flow in order to avoid a mixed-integer non-linear formulation.
However, most of these proposals are not tested experimentally
and also the optimization model is not defined to be used in
both grid-connected and islanded operation modes. In [38], an
EMS for both modes is proposed in a two-layer structure using
a linear model but the system is just validated in simulation.
Moreover, such investigations assess the performance of
their proposals by comparing to those obtained in one or sev-
eral limited benchmarks. Yet, they lack an assessment frame-
work that quantitatively evaluates the absolute improvement
against the worst case and the gap between the performance
attained and the best possible case. Thus, no hint is provided
in regard to the extent to which the improvement is significant
and the extent to which further improvement is still achievable.
For instance, the MG-EMS presented in [35] is compared with
two benchmarks, one greedy strategy and one offline approach,
but the validation strongly depends on the selected cases.
In this paper, an adaptable online MG-EMS is designed
in order to deal with the variability introduced by renewable
generators. The proposal is experimentally tested in an MG
under grid-connected and islanded modes and an evaluation
framework is defined for quantitatively assess the enhancement
attained by different online energy management strategies. The
MG-EMS design is based on a flexible architecture that in-
cludes four modules, which perform the functions of schedul-
ing, processing, forecasting, and acquisition data, respectively.
The scheduling process relies on a generalized mathematical
formulation that addresses the economic management of an
MG, either in grid-connected or islanded operation. In turn,
the processing module dynamically adjusts the outcomes of
the forecasting module by using the available measurements in
order to make the system less vulnerable to prediction errors.
The proposed MG-EMS is experimentally tested in a lab-
oratory scale microgrid by defining an MG case study that
includes RESs and a battery as an ESS. Its operation is
tested in both operation modes of the MG, considering normal
uncertainties in the weather prediction, but also under big
mismatches of the prediction in islanded mode, such as an un-
expected no production of WT generation and non-scheduled
load disconnection.
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OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
Data Processing
Optimization Problem
Forecasting
DAQ & HMI
Processor
MICROGRID
ONLINE MG-EMS
Fig. 1. General Scheme of the Proposed Online MG-EMS
The validation of the proposal is assessed by the correspond-
ing average gap with respect to a selected benchmark strategy
and ideal boundaries of the best and worst solutions. Hence,
giving a set of scenarios, the operational cost is obtained by
using the different MG-EMS approaches, namely, the bench-
mark case, the proposed MG-EMS, and the ideal references.
Subsequently, the quantitative analysis of the results provides
an overview of the improvement achieved by implementing
the proposed MG-EMS over the selected case, but also the
margin of improvement that still can be achieved.
II. PROPOSED ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
A. Online Architecture
The modular architecture, shown in Fig. 1, is proposed in
order to define the references of the energy resources in a
microgrid considering the variability of the energy resources.
This MG-EMS is composed of four modules. To start with,
the interface between the MG and the MG-EMS is established
by means of the Data Acquisition and Human Machine
Interface module, DAQ & HMI. Through this module, the user
can monitor the system and modify input parameters. This unit
is operating continuously, collecting the data for visualization
and sending the reference data for the controller of the MG.
The Processor is the central unit that coordinates the
interaction of the other modules to perform the scheduling
process. It contains a data storage in which the output data
of the modules are stored, as well as relevant parameters.
For instance, for the operation of the Forecasting and the
Optimization Process, global parameters should be defined
for continuous and discrete time frameworks, as presented in
Fig. 2. Some of these parameters are the time horizon, T , the
duration of the time slots, ∆t, how frequently the optimization
will be run, trep and the number of time slots, K.
The forecasting module can work online, as well, in order to
update the data related to energy generation and consumption.
The forecast data is saved in the data storage to be available
to next iterations of the optimization process. These data
represent an estimation of the future conditions and always
will have some errors for the defined time slots, δ1, δ2, ..., δk,
that increase depending on how close they are to the time
when the forecasting is performed (Fig. 2).
The optimization process is, in fact, the module of the MG-
EMS that sets the references for the devices of the MG by
taking into account the objective function defined by the user.
This module works only under the request of the processor.
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Fig. 3. Flow Diagram of the Processor
B. Interaction of the Modules
In the proposed MG-EMS, the Processor integrates the
other modules by performing the actions summarized in Fig.
3. When the process starts, the modules DAQ & HMI and
Forecasting can be initialized and synchronized with other
modules. These two modules are saving the measured and the
predicted data in the Data Storage as frequently as they can.
Meanwhile, the Processor reads the measured data that
are available in the data storage. This dataset is used to
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define the reference for the local controllers of the MG. In
general, the power references are initialized to 0 kW for the
generation units that imply any operating costs. The power of
the generation units with no operating costs are not limited,
thus the references for the local controllers are equal to the
measured data. The power of the ESSs is set to 0 kW as well,
whereas all the loads are connected.
The references are stored in the Data Storage and read
by DAQ & HMI to send them to the MG. In this way, the
MG is provided with initial non-optimal references to operate
by relying on its local controllers. The MG should have
implemented contingent actions to manage fast critical events
that can damage the MG components. These steps are repeated
until the scheduling process is enabled (EnableSch=1).
To start with the scheduling process, the Processor reads
the forecast data of the energy generation and consumption
from the data storage. Additionally, it requires some data of
the current situation of the MG, such as the currently available
energy capacity of the ESSs, typically defined by their State
of Charge (SoC), but also the average power values, which
should be calculated before running the scheduling process.
These data are taken and processed by the DAQ & HMI.
The forecast data is adjusted dynamically by using the
difference between the last measured average data and the
value of the first time slot of the forecasting. This value is
subtracted in every forecast value for the current time horizon,
as can be seen in Fig. 2. The adjusted data will be used in the
optimization iteration as input data.
After that, the Processor calls the Optimization Process to
solve the optimization problem by collecting the previous data
and some parameters that can be read directly from the data
storage. The input and output data of the Optimization Process
should be formatted, usually as data structures, so that they can
be readable by the optimization problem. The results are saved
in the data storage and sent to the MG by means of DAQ &
HMI. In the case of infeasible solutions, the system should set
provisional references according to DG power measurements
and the SoC of the ESSs.
The scheduling process is repeated every trep, which should
be selected to make the MG-EMS work in a lower bandwidth
than the local controllers. The process can be stopped or
finalized at any moment of the sequence while the DAQ &
HMI holds the last references to the MG.
C. Optimization Problem
The core of the MG-EMS is the optimization problem which
optimizes the selected objective function by setting decision
variables. In this case, a generation-side formulation is defined
as a deterministic problem to minimize the operation cost
and load disconnections in an MG composed by ni energy
resources, nj ESSs and a load.
1) Statements: The proposed model is defined by assuming
k as the time in a discrete representation framework. As the
time horizon is T and the interval of each time slot is ∆t,
there are K = T/∆t time slots.
Additionally, for each time slot, the energy of the devices
is defined as, P (k)∆t where the power is the average value
in the interval ∆t. The indexes related to the devices are i for
the generation units and j for the ESSs.
Particularly, the problem includes the real and binary vari-
ables in term of the time k, X and Z, defined as,
X =
[
Pg(i, k) PESS(j, k) SoC(j, k)
]
, (1)
Z =
[
zload(k)
]
(2)
where Pg(i, k) is a matrix that aggregates the power of the
ni energy resources at each k, PESS(j, k) is the matrix of
the powers of the nj ESSs at each k, SoC(j, k) is the matrix
of the SoC for the nj ESSs at each k, and zload(k) is the
binary variable for connection/disconnection of the load at
each k. If a generation unit allows a bidirectional exchange of
power, two superposed variables can be considered in Pg(i, k),
in order to model the injection and absorption of power,
separately. In this way, differentiated costs can be assigned
at each direction. Since the problem is modeled as a linear
formulation, it is expected that the optimization process does
not schedule power injection and absorption at the same time
slot. In any case, this is a mathematical model which does not
imply that physically the generation unit can inject and absorb
power at the same time slot. The physical variable is the power
of the unit which can be computed as the superposition of the
auxiliary variables.
2) Mathematical formulation: As mentioned previously, the
objective function J(X,Z) is oriented to economic aspects
and minimization of load disconnections. In this way, the
proposed function can be written as,
min
X,Z
J(X,Z) = J1(X,Z) + J2(X,Z) + J3(X,Z) =
K∑
k=1
ni∑
i=1
C(i, k) ∗ {Pg(i, k)∆t}+
K∑
k=1
ni∑
i=1
ξg(i, k) ∗ {[Pgmax(i, k)− Pg(i, k)] ∆t}+
K∑
k=1
ξload(k) ∗ {(1− zload(k))PL(k)∆t} (3)
where J1(X,Z) is the operating cost or revenue for using
the generation units, J2(X,Z) is a penalization for limiting the
energy with no operating costs and J3(X,Z) is a penalization
for not supplying the load. In turn, C(i, k) is the unitary cost
for using the energy from each i−th generation unit. This pa-
rameter can be positive or negative, admitting to define either
the unit operating cost or the unit profit, respectively. ξg(i, k)
and ξload(k) are penalization coefficients to assign priority for
its associated term. Although their selection depends on the
case, it is expected that ξload(k) will have the highest value
to prioritize power supply, as in [7]. Pgmax(i, k) is the upper
boundary of the energy sources power that can be variable in
terms of k. Meanwhile, PL(k) is the load power profile.
Together with the objective function, some constraints
should be defined to allow the problem to get feasible so-
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lutions. To start with, the energy balance in the microgrid has
to be fulfilled. This constraint can be written as,
ni∑
i=1
Pg(i, k)d̂(i)∆t+
nj∑
j=1
PESS(j, k)∆t =
PL(k)zload(k)∆t, ∀k (4)
where d̂(i) is a vector that specifies the power flow direction of
each generation unit. In this way, some energy sources those
allows bidirectional operation can be modeled.
Regarding the ESSs, their SoCs are defined as,
SoC(j, k) = SoC(j, k − 1)−
ϕESS(j) [PESS(j, k)∆t] , ∀k, j (5)
where ϕESS(j) is a coefficient associated with the physical
features of each ESS. In the case of batteries, it is related to
the efficiency of charging/discharging, η(j), and the capacity
in kWh, Cap(j), which are provided by the manufacturers.
This coefficient can be defined as,
ϕESS(j) =
ηbat(j)
Capbat(j)
∗ 100% (6)
And finally, each variable must be bounded so that the
problem can provide feasible solutions. Therefore,
0 ≤ Pg(i, k) ≤ Pgmax(i, k), ∀k, i (7)
PESSmin(j) ≤ PESS(j, k) ≤ PESSmax(j), ∀k, j (8)
SoCmin(j) ≤ SoC(j, k) ≤ SoCmax(j), ∀k, j (9)
zload(k) ∈ {0, 1} , ∀k (10)
where PESSmin(j) and PESSmax(j) are the boundaries
of the ESS power. These parameters are provided by the
manufacturers and determine the maximum power for charging
and discharging the ESS. SoCmin(j) and SoCmax(j) are the
boundaries for the SoC of the battery.
In this way, the optimization problem described by the
equations 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 and 10 can be used in many microgrid
structures to minimize operation costs.
III. CASE STUDY
The microgrid presented in Fig. 4 is selected as case study
to validate the proposed MG-EMS. This MG is composed of
two kinds of RES generation units and one battery that supply
a common load bus. Voltage-source converters are used for
interfacing the DG and the ESS with the microgrid [18]. The
whole system will be tested in grid-connected mode and in
islanded mode, independently.
A. Operation of the Microgrid
As shown in Fig. 4, the local controller of the ESS has
different operational modes depending on whether the MG is
connected to the main grid or is working in islanded mode.
When the system works in grid-connected mode, the main
grid imposes the voltage and frequency conditions. Therefore,
all the DG and the ESS work as grid-following units perfectly
synchronized with the AC voltage at the connection point and
controlled as current sources with an inner current control loop
Fig. 4. Scheme of the selected case study with the online MG-EMS
in dq reference frame [39]. The references of active power
(P ∗) to be delivered or absorbed by the DG and the ESS
can either be dispatched by the MG-EMS (PControl mode in
Fig. 4), or defined locally by means of controllers that not
interact with the MG-EMS. In the case of RESs, the non-
interactive operation is activated when the reference provided
by the MG-EMS is greater than the maximum available energy,
then, the power reference is taken from a Maximum Power
Point Tracking (MPPT) algorithm. In the case of the ESS, the
non-interactive operation is activated when the battery in the
ESS reaches its maximum limits of charge, which is defined
by the manufacturers as a threshold voltage value Vth. Under
this condition, the reference of the inner current controller is
defined by an outer battery voltage controller, which keeps
the battery voltage in a constant level [19]. This charging
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stage is known as Constant-Voltage charger mode and is highly
recommended for ensuring an appropriate charge of the battery
[33]. During this stage, the battery current will taper slowly to
keep the battery voltage at a constant value, while the battery
is being saturated for ensuring a full charge. Thus, the ESS
cannot follow the dispatched power reference. The ESS will
change its operation mode when energy support is required.
In islanded mode, the ESS assumes the responsibility of
compensating the unbalances between consumption and de-
mand based on its inherent capability of absorbing or injecting
energy, then, the ESS works as the grid-forming unit [18].
In this case, the inverter operates in voltage control mode
and the inner current controller is complemented by an outer
voltage control loop which regulates the voltage in the islanded
power grid to match the reference value [39]. Because of that,
during islanded operation, the power managed by the ESS
cannot be directly dispatched by the MG-EMS, but the power
and dis/charging rate can be limited indirectly by dispatching
the power of the DG [40]. In contrast, RESs operate as grid-
following units regardless the operational mode of the MG.
The inner current control loop is the same under all the
different operational modes, just the outer controllers and
reference generation units change between different operation
modes. Seamless transitions between operational modes can
be achieved by setting the initial conditions of the inactive
controllers to the current value of the reference current.
Interested readers may refer to [18], [19], [39] for detailed
information about the different control loops.
Moreover, contingency actions are defined in the supervi-
sory control level in order to ensure safety voltage levels of
the ESS in the case of unexpected operation of the system.
Therefore, if the battery voltage vbat is lower than the End Of
Discharge (EOD=680 V, for the selected VRLA battery and
established by the manufacturer), the load is disconnected.
Likewise, if vbat ≥ Vth (in this case, Vth = 756V ), the
generation from RES is progressively set to 0 kW for avoiding
overcharge the battery. Normal operation is restored when the
SoC reaches the midpoint of its nominal operation range
([50%, 100%]), i.e. SoC = 75%, so that the ESS has an
acceptable margin of maneuver to control the system. Also,
in grid-connected mode, the supervisory level can limit the
power injected to the main grid when the maximum limits are
reached by modifying the curtailment of the RES.
B. MG-EMS
The MG-EMS explained in section II is implemented for
the case study, as presented in Fig. 4. As mentioned before,
the commands for the MG controllers are computed every
trep = 15 min by the optimization process of the online MG-
EMS. The results are stored in the Data Storage and sent to
the MG by the DAQ & HMI module. The time horizon for the
forecasting data and the optimization problem has been set to
T = 4 h with four time-slots (∆t=1 h). This time horizon
has been selected since most of the short-time forecasting
are accurate up to this prediction time, even with persistence
method [41]. The forecasting process has been emulated by
adding random errors to the deterministic data, P real−avRES ,
TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE GENERATION UNITS CONSIDERED IN THE
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FOR THE CASE STUDY
i Unit C(i, k) ξg(i, k) d̂(i) Pgmax (i, k)
1 PV 0 ξ(PV )(k) 1 PadjustedPV (k)
2 WT 0 ξ(WT )(k) 1 PadjustedWT (k)
3 Pabs C(abs)(k) 0 1 Pabsmax
4 Pinj 0 0 -1 Pinjmax
within uncertainty levels for each time slot. It is known that
typical forecast accuracies for systems with low penetration
of RES generation can vary dramatically [41]. Hence, the
uncertainty levels have been set to δ1 = 10%, δ2 = 20%,
δ3 = 30% and δ4 = 40%, for each time slot (see Fig. 2).
C. Optimization
In the case study, the energy sources are two RESs and the
main grid. Particularly, the power exchange of the MG with
the main grid, Pgrid(k), can be written as the superposition
of two auxiliary variables, the absorbed power, Pabs(k), and
the injected power, Pinj(k), from/into the main grid as,
Pgrid(k) = Pabs(k)− Pinj(k) (11)
Accordingly, Table I shows the variables related to Pg(i, k),
as well as their associated parameters that have been used in
the mathematical formulation. The variables related to the ESS
are PESS(k) and SoC(k).
The optimization problem presented in section II-C is
used in the case study for both grid-connected and islanded
modes by defining the previously mentioned variables and the
parameters presented in Table II. The parameter P adjustedRES (k)
represents the range in which P adjustedPV (k) and P
adjusted
WT (k)
can vary. Some parameters are set to different values in each
mode and have been differentiated at the end of the table. In
fact, the boundaries of the variables related to the power of
the main grid are set to 0 kW for islanded mode in order
to discard this energy source in the optimization problem. In
grid-connected mode, these parameters are typically limited
by the electrical infrastructure and policies of the utilities. In
this case study, Pabsmax has been selected in order to be able
to either supply the load if no energy is available in the MG
or charge the battery from the main grid, if optimal. Injecting
power to the grid is an option if there is RES energy surplus,
but it can produce a situation of overvoltage in the distributed
system. To limit such events, fixed limitations of the active
power feed-in have been mandatory established [40]. In order
to model this issue, Pinjmax has been set as the 30% of the
maximum power of each RES.
Regarding the battery, the theoretical operation range of the
SoC is from 0% to 100%. However, it is recommended to
establish higher SoCmin since the degradation of the battery
is proportional to the Deep of Discharge (DoD) [42]. For the
case study in grid-connected mode, the SoCmin has been set
by following the recommendation of the IEEE [33], taking
advantage of having the grid support. In islanded mode, the
ESS is the only grid-forming unit, so it has to operate always in
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM IN THE SELECTED MG
CASE STUDY
Parameter Values and Units
K 4 (h)
∆t 1 (h)
ni 4
nj 1
PadjustedRES (k) [0-2] (kW)
PL(k) 0.37 (kW)
Capbat 16 (kWh)
ηbat 0.95
PESSmax (k) 2.2 (kW)
PESSmin (k) -2.2 (kW)
SoC(0) 55-75-95 (%)
ξload(k) 2 (e)
Grid-connected mode Islanded mode
Pabsmax 2 kW 0 kW
Pinjmax 0.6 kW 0 kW
SoCmax 100% 90%
SoCmin 50% 20%
C(abs) = ξ(RES)(k) 0.2 (e) ∀t ∈ [6, 20] (h) ∪ 0.2 (e)
0.1 (e) ∀t /∈ (6, 20) (h)
voltage control mode. If a full charge of the battery is allowed,
the ESS has to change its operation mode to a constant-voltage
charge mode (as explained before in section III-A). In this
mode, the ESS is not able to continue with the grid forming
function. To avoid that the battery reaches the constant-voltage
charge mode, it should be operated within a partial state of
charge [40], [43]. Therefore, SoCmax is reduced to 90%. Since
the ESS in islanded mode cannot be directly controlled, the
generation and consumption can be adjusted by the EMS-MG
in order to keep the battery within a partial SoC. Meanwhile,
SoCmin is also reduced so that the battery can be more
discharged and the load can be longer supplied.
The unitary cost of buying energy to the main grid is defined
by the distribution system operator. In the case study, the tariff
is established in a Time of Use (ToU) scheme in which the
cost is higher during the day (t ∈ {6, 20} (h)). Moreover, the
penalization coefficients ξ(PV ) and ξ(WT ) (ξ(RES) are set as
the unitary cost of buying energy from the grid C(abs) since
the free energy that is not used should be bought later on at this
cost. The penalization cost related to the load, ξload, is selected
to be one order of magnitude greater than C(abs) in order to
prioritize the comfort of the user over the operating cost. Since
these parameters are defined in the continuous framework (in
terms of t), the Processor has to read the related data for next
time window and transform them into the suitable discrete
format to be used by the Optimization Process.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the proposed online MG-EMS, the
case study presented in the previous section is implemented
experimentally in the Microgrid Research Laboratory of the
Aalborg University [44]. Along this section, we present the
experimental setup, the operation of the system and the valida-
tion of the MG-EMS under a proposed evaluation framework.
A. Experimental Implementation
The whole system is tested experimentally in a laboratory
scale microgrid under an architecture with three levels: soft-
ware level, real time platform and physical level, as shown
in Fig. 5. The controllers run in real time but the time of
generation profiles and scheduling are scaled down from hours
to minutes (1 h:1 min), as in [19], [45].
In the software level, the online MG-EMS has been im-
plemented mainly in Labview, except for the Optimization
Problem module. It has been developed in an Algebraic
Modeling Language (AML) called GAMS with the solver
CPLEX to compute the problem [46]. This program is called
by LabView through the tool Matlab Script. Moreover, the
communication between the MG-EMS and the real-time plat-
form is established by means of a User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) over Ethernet, while the sampling time of the DAQ &
HMI module is set to 1 ms. The update time of the control
references is trep = 15 min (15 min:15 s) and each time slot
has a duration of ∆t = 1 h (1h:1 min).
The real-time platform includes the controllers and models
of the energy resources connected to the grid-side converters.
In the case of the battery, a detailed electrical model of a valve-
regulated lead-acid (VRLA) is applied as previously presented
and validated in [47], [48]. Meanwhile, the RESs modeled
as power sources in accordance with PV and WT generation
profiles derived from real data, obtained from [49].
The physical level is a real electrical network integrated by
the grid side inverters and their corresponding LCL filters. The
inverters are fed by stiff DC source, what allows to control and
operate them in accordance with the models and generation
profiles of their corresponding DER. To the common bus are
also connected the transformer to the main grid and a resistive
load of 380 kW. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6
B. Operation of the MG-EMS
The performance of the system with the proposed MG-
EMS in grid-connected and islanded modes is presented by
comparing with the results obtained in autonomous operation.
1) Grid-connected Mode: In the case of grid-connected
mode, the online MG-EMS is compared with an enhanced
autonomous case. Considering the ToU scheme, the battery is
charged with constant power reference at the beginning of the
day, when the grid cost is lower (Night Price, N.P.) and then,
the battery power follows the unbalance between generation
and demand. The value to charge the battery has been set to
300 W, by assuming the charging criteria of 0.3C20 [33].
The experimental results are presented in Fig. 7 for au-
tonomous operation (a) and online MG-EMS strategy (b). As
can be seen, the battery is charged by energy absorbed from
the grid (S1) during more time in the autonomous mode than
in online scheduling case, since the last one can anticipate
when the price of the grid will increase in the time horizon,
K, and thus, estimate how much the battery should be charged
to supply the load in a cheaper way.
In this generation scenario, the battery reaches its maximum
level of charge and the ESS changes its control to the Constant-
Voltage charge mode (S3 in Fig. 7, when Vbat reaches Vth).
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Fig. 5. Levels of the architecture implemented experimentally
Fig. 6. Experimental setup
This action occurs earlier in the autonomous mode than in
the online schedule case. Accordingly, in the first case, there
is more power curtailment because the battery is not able to
store surplus energy. Moreover, since the process of charging a
battery is typically inefficient, it is necessary to return it more
than a 100% of the energy during the saturation stage [42].
Typical values of overcharge can range from a 5% to a 30%
[33]. This overcharge can be evidenced at t1 in Fig. 7.
The objective function evaluated in autonomous operation
is 0,32 e while in optimized operation is 0,177 e. Since the
system relies on the power provided by the main grid to supply
the load, there does not cost related to penalization for its
disconnection at any time, i.e. J3 = 0 due to zload(k) =
1,∀k ∈ K within each T in both cases. The results show that
the performance of the MG with the proposed online MG-EMS
is improved based on the defined objective function. Moreover,
the accumulated costs of J1 and J2 over time for the two
approaches are presented in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the
online MG-EMS reduces the costs associated with the energy
absorbed from the grid, but also it allows the MG to take more
advantage of the RES energy.
2) Islanded Mode: In this mode, the battery works as
the single grid-forming unit and, consequently, it cannot be
managed by the MG-EMS. Accordingly, MG-EMS just pro-
vides the power references for RESs and the commands for
dis/connecting the load. The operation of the MG working
with the MG-EMS is compared with the system working
autonomously. In the last case, RESs follow MPPT references
and the system relies on the contingency actions explained in
section III-A in order to avoid damages of the ESS.
The experimental results in both cases are presented in Fig.
9 and their associated J(X,Z) are 1.135 e and 0.88 e,
in autonomous and optimized operation, respectively. Since
RES generation during the day is enough to not disconnect
the load at any time, the numerical results correspond just to
the penalization curtailment of the RESs, J2(X,Z), and they
show that the RES energy limited in autonomous operation
is larger than by implementing the MG-EMS. The limitation
of the RES power is performed mainly to the WT with the
proposed MG-EMS (P2 in Fig. 9 (a)) while in the other case,
both generation units should be set to 0 kW, one by one when
9
Fig. 7. Experimental results for the microgrid in grid-connected mode with
(a) autonomous and (b) optimized scheduling. Top to bottom: PV power, WT
power, power of the main grid, battery power, SoC of the battery, Battery
voltage.
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Fig. 9. Experimental results in islanded mode with (a) autonomous and (b)
optimized scheduling. Top to bottom: PV power, WT power, battery power,
SoC of the battery, Battery voltage.
vbat = vth (P2 in Fig. 9 (b)). In fact, with the proposed MG-
EMS, the risk of damage for overvoltage is reduced since the
generation is been controlled all the time. In this way, the
amount of energy stored in the battery is managed indirectly.
3) Operation under load disconnections and large gener-
ation uncertainties: In order to test the proposed MG-EMS
under abnormal situations, two scenarios have been defined in
islanded mode. The first scenario shows how the system works
when the load is suddenly disconnected but still the MG-
EMS can detect the power requirements. The second scenario
presents how the system reacts when an unexpected outage of
WT generation occurs. In this case, the MG-EMS does not
detect the outage and continues using the WT power adjusted
data. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 10.
Under the first scenario (Fig. 10 (a)), the non-scheduled
load disconnection occurs from t0 until t1. Since the MG-
EMS detects the fault, the optimization problem assumes that
PL = 0 W. In this way, the references provided by the MG-
EMS are adjusted to the new situation and the whole system
works properly. During the load disconnection, the battery is
charged without limiting the RES energy while its SoC is
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Fig. 10. Experimental results for islanded mode under (a) unexpected load
disconnection and (b) unexpected outage of WT generation. Top to bottom:
PV power, WT power, battery power, load power, SoC of the battery, battery
voltage.
low enough (S1). After that, part of the RES is limited to
reach the upper boundary of the SoC, SoCmax, in a smooth
way (S2). Once the SoC gets the value of SoCmax, the RES
generation is set to 0 W (S3). These references are kept until
the reconnection of the load (P2). At this moment, the value
of PL is re-established and accordingly, RES energy is not
limited and the battery is discharged to manage the differences
between generation and demand.
In the second scenario shown in Fig. 10(b), the WT power
is set to 0 kW from t0 until t1 to test the system under
a high mismatch between the forecast and available gener-
ation. Despite the forecast profile is adjusted by means of
the measurements as mentioned in section II, the obtained
predicted profile retains the tendency of the curve, what results
in additional unbalances that should be managed by the battery.
Since,in this case, the system has a low generation, the MG-
EMS should schedule the disconnection of the load. During
the WT outage, the load is disconnected during S1, S2 and
S3. As can be seen, the system intends to keep connected
the load even when there is not enough energy in the ESS
(when SoC < SoCmin), since it relies on the WT generation.
Before S1, there is not available RESs energy and accordingly,
the battery is the responsible for supplying the load until
the MG-EMS does not foresee energy enough to fed the
demand neither from RES nor the battery and disconnects the
load (S1). During S2, the optimization problem results to be
infeasible because the minimum boundaries of SoC cannot be
achieved according to the adjusted forecast data. Therefore, the
MG-EMS sets zload = 0 and not limited the RES generation
in order to allow the battery to be charged during the intervals
of an infeasible condition.
After S2, the MG-EMS foresees to have some energy
from RESs to supply the load but SoC < SoCmin in some
intervals, because of the low SoC conditions and the big
prediction mismatch. During S3, the system anticipates that
available energy will decrease and thus, there will not be
energy enough to supply the load and increase the level of
SoC, and thus, disconnects the load. When finally the WT is
putting into operation (P2), the system starts to schedule the
commands according to more accurate adjusted forecast data.
However, it can be seen that in normal operation, when SoC
is near SoCmin, the MG-EMS can schedule successive con-
nection/disconnection cycles, due to the updated forecasting.
As can be seen, even under the critical situation of WT
generation outage during almost one day, the minimum value
of SoC, in this case, is infringed in just 7.5 %.
C. Evaluation Framework
In order to validate the proposed online MG-EMS, an
evaluation framework is defined in which the performance of
the MG-EMS is compared experimentally with a conventional
approach, but also with reference strategies that define upper
and lower bounds. This framework allows having a better
understanding of how good is the proposal related to the worst
case and how much the strategy can still be improved by
comparing to the best-known case.
Henceforth, the conventional strategy will be notated as
EMS1, the proposed online MG-EMS as EMS2 and the refer-
ence cases as Worst Case (upper bound) and Best Case (lower
bound), respectively. The defined strategies are summarized in
Table III. The case EMS2pf corresponds to the proposed online
MG-EMS tested with perfect average weather forecast so that
the influence of the uncertainties over the operating cost can
be appreciated. Both, EMS2 and EMS2pf, are implemented
with ∆t = 1 h and trep = 15min.
This evaluation framework has been applied in the selected
case study in grid-connected mode, which is the normal
operation mode of the microgrid and provides more degrees of
freedom to the optimization since the battery can be managed.
The performance of every strategy is compared by evaluating
the operating costs (objective function value, J(X,Z) in (3)).
In light of the above, the Worst Case is defined as a
reference for the situation of autonomous operation of the
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TABLE III
ONLINE EMS STRATEGIES USED IN QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT
Strategy Description
Worst Case Without battery
EMS1 Conventional battery management
EMS2 Proposed EMS with forecast errors
EMS2pf Proposed EMS without forecast errors
Best Case EMS with complete and perfect information
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Fig. 11. Generation profiles used in the evaluation assessment. (a) PV power,
(b) WT power
microgrid without using the battery. In turn, the Best Case
is defined as a reference for the situation in which the
management is performed by reducing the update time of the
optimization (trep = 2 min) and using complete and perfect
information. The complete information is related to foresee
the data of the whole day and not only 4 h ahead, while the
perfect information is related to know exactly the generation
profiles with a short resolution (∆t = 5 min). Accordingly,
every time slot for the scheduling process is set to 5 min
rather than 1 h. In this ideal case, the MG-EMS can pro-
vide the economically optimal references by knowing exactly
the generation profiles and the ToU scheme of the whole
day. In addition, since the updating of data is faster, many
unexpected changes (for example, due to battery dynamics)
can be observed and decisions can be quickly adapted to
minimize costs. The strategy EMS1 manages the battery with
a conventional charge strategy, in which the battery power
follows the average unbalance between the generation and
demand [40]. The power battery reference is updated every
trep = 15 min, as in the online proposed strategy.
In order to address a quantitative analysis of the proposal,
fifteen scenarios are set by selecting five different generation
profiles and considering three initial conditions of SoC. The
selected power profiles are notated as S1 to S5, as presented
in Fig. 11. Likewise, three initial conditions of SoC are set,
55%, 75% and 95%. In this way, the scenarios used in this
framework are defined and denoted by using each set of
generation profiles with every initial condition (e.g. using S1
with SoC(0) = 55%, the scenario is denoted as S1-55).
The results, summarized in Table IV and graphically pre-
sented in Fig. 12, show the improvement produced by man-
agement and the differences reached by different EMS, on
the considered scenarios. The Worst Case is improved by all
the defined strategies, with gaps depending on the RES power
generation and the energy available in the ESS. Comparing to
TABLE IV
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION RESULTS OBTAINED EXPERIMENTALLY
Daily Objective Cost (e)
Scenario Worst Case EMS1 EMS2 EMS2pf Best Case
S1-55 1,107 1,012 0,957 0,936 0,633
S1-75 1,107 0,752 0,751 0,735 0,454
S1-95 1,107 0,455 0,433 0,455 0,275
S2-55 3,063 0,922 0,696 0,599 0,558
S2-75 3,063 0,714 0,557 0,445 0,362
S2-95 3,063 0,611 0,685 0,481 0,369
S3-55 4,241 0,914 0,731 0,641 0,502
S3-75 4,241 0,670 0,540 0,472 0,274
S3-95 4,241 0,763 0,665 0,584 0,416
S4-55 1.596 0.252 0.239 0.223 0.196
S4-75 1.596 0.095 0.064 0.062 0.056
S4-95 1.596 0.042 0.041 0.041 0.019
S5-55 1.722 0.291 0.244 0.249 0.239
S5-75 1.722 0.130 0.051 0.051 0.045
S5-95 1.722 0.052 0.042 0.024 0.021
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Fig. 12. Operational costs for the different scenarios defined for the evaluation
assessment
the Best Case, the gaps with the strategies are shorter but still,
there is some improvement that can be achieved. In general,
the cost obtained with each EMS in the defined scenarios is
higher when the initial condition of SoC is low because the
RES generation at the beginning of the day is also low and
therefore, it is needed to absorb power from the main grid.
On the other hand, the lowest costs are incurred when the
RES generation and the stored energy available are enough to
supply the load without having to curtail RES power.
The proposed MG-EMS without considering uncertainties
(EMS2pf) is shown to be better than EMS1 in all cases, except
for scenario S1-95, in which the operational cost is the same
for both strategies. In this case, the system foresees in each
iteration that the best decision is to fulfill the unbalance power
between demand and generation, given the time horizon, which
is the basis of EMS1.
Considering the proposed MG-EMS with forecast errors
(EMS2), this is better than EMS1 and worse than EMS2pf,
most of the cases. Occasionally, this tendency can change,
as in S1-95, S3-95 and S5-55. This is because the decisions
made by EMS2 in one iteration, which are affected by errors
due to the prediction of the power generation, influence the
condition of the next iterations, improving or degrading the
total operating costs.
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In order to better display the difference between the EMSs
(without including the Worst Case) and highlight the long-term
effects on savings, cumulative costs for all the scenarios are
presented in Fig. 13. The trends show that EMS1 is surpassed
at long term by EMS2, even with forecast errors. In addition,
they illustrate that the performance of EMS2 can be improved
by using more accurate forecasting module (EMSpf).
For comparative purposes, the costs obtained for the 24 h-
horizon are expressed in terms of hourly costs. Accordingly,
the average cost with 95% confidence is given in Table V. In
order to illustrate and further discuss the results in Table V,
the probability distribution of costs and savings are shown in
Figs. 14 and 15. The deviation of the data is related to the
diversity of the selected input data. From Fig. 14, it is evident
that probability shifts towards greater savings when more
sophisticated energy management systems are implemented.
The distance between the proposed EMS2 and the best case
shows that more work still needs to be performed in this field.
Again, the evaluation framework allows comparing different
EMS strategies and demonstrates that the probability of getting
lower costs increases by improving the management methods.
Finally, it is worth noting the non-null probability of reaching a
zero cost operation, which indicates that for certain scenarios a
conveniently operated micro-grid may not require the purchase
of energy from the grid.
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Fig. 15. Probability distribution of the EMS2 respect to the other strategies
As can be seen from Fig. 15, the proposed EMS2 produces
average savings of 81,0% respect to the Worst Case. The
proposed EMS2 performs better than EMS1 with an average
operational savings of 12,7%. Meanwhile, the gap between
EMS2 and EMSpf shows that still the strategy can be improved
by an average of 10, 5%, with the same considerations, i.e.
time horizons, ∆t and time slots by improving forecasting
methods. In the same way, by comparing EMS2pf to EMS1,
the average savings can reach to 21,9%. However, EMS2 is
shown to be still 34% average higher than the Best Case, which
is the gap that could be also attained if complete and perfect
information was available.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an adaptable online MG-EMS has been
designed and experimentally tested in order to deal with
the variability and uncertainty feature of microgrid systems
with RESs. The presented MG-EMS architecture manages to
get a proper integration and interaction between modules as
well as the interface with controller level. In turn, the online
scheme dynamically adjusts the forecast data by consider-
ing the current measured and consequently, the optimization
process can select more convenient set points related to the
defined objective function. Within the optimization module,
an economic optimization has been defined in a generic way
for generation-side management, effective for grid-connected
and islanded modes. This proposal has been experimentally
tested and demonstrated its promising capability to work under
different operational modes of the microgrid, reducing the
operating cost. A quantitative evaluation framework has been
proposed and used in the case study, demonstrating the effec-
tiveness of the proposal over a selected benchmark strategy
and establishing the gaps with ideal boundaries of the best
and worst possible solutions. This also establishes a reference
for future improvements that may be attained with further
refinements of the management strategy. As future work,
the proposed architecture can be improved by implementing
sophisticated forecasting methods, testing other optimization
models or adding functionalities, such as diagnostics or power
quality modules.
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TABLE V
STATISTICAL RESULTS FROM AVERAGE OPERATIONAL COSTS IN e/h
Worst Case EMS1 EMS2 EMS2pf Best Case
Average (e/h) 0.098 0.021 0.019 0.017 0.012
Standard Dev (e/h) 0.050 0.014 0.013 0.012 0.008
Confidence Interval (e/h) 0.025 0.007 0.007 0.006 0.004
Performance (e/h) 0,1 ± 0,03 0,021 ± 0,007 0,019 ± 0,007 0,017 ± 0,006 0,012 ± 0,004
( ± 25,6% ) ( ± 33,9% ) ( ± 35% ) ( ± 35,6% ) ( ± 34,4% )
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